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Week 2 
It’s Showtime! 

 
 
 

Here are the Disney ideas first and the non Disney will follow below.  
 
So anyone who knows Disney knows that they understand how to put on a show. I mean the 
whole thing is a carefully orchestrated show with everything themed and every detail 
considered. But here I am talking real shows, and there are a lot of them. This week may be 
one where you feel the compulsion to do more than a double page spread.  
 
Let’s talk parades first. Disney do parades like no-one else and there are so many of them. 
You may want to focus on just one parade from one park, or to link several together through 
one common theme. For example you may want to showcase Mickey in parades and use 
photos of him from different parks or from different years. You may want to focus on just one 
parade and use lots of pictures showing different aspects of the parade. One good tip – try 
and use pictures of the people watching the parade too. Just occasionally turn your camera 
away from the characters and floats and snap your little one’s open mouthed joy or a more 
distant shot of the crow opposite totally engrossed in the event. If you have been to Disney 
when there is a seasonal parade on like Halloween or Christmas then you can theme your 
page too.  
 
And don’t forget the nightime parades. Sprectomagic and The Main Street Electrical Parade 
are wonderful to capture so remember you could do nightime pages as well.  
 
Chances are you are going to have A LOT of parade pictures you want to use. This is the 
perfect page to use multiple picture devices like flap books, mini books, pockets full of photo 
tags or montages with lots of smaller pictures. A photo montage is a great device to use, 
especially if your parade pictures are not all perfectly clear and in focus. Pictures that 
wouldn’t stand up so well at 6 x 4 look great cropped or printed into 1” squares and used as 
part of a much larger group.  
 
Maybe you want to set yourself a personal challenge to see how many pictures you can get 
on one page!  
 
However, Disney don’t just do parades. They do shows – really well. There are dinner shows 
and then there are the fireworks! Maybe you want to tackle a page about Fantasmic – what 
an amazing experience that is -  or showcase the fireworks over Cinderella’s castle. Perhaps 
you want to capture the wonder and emotion of Reflections of Earth.  
 
Whatever you decide to focus on this week, include some journaling. Record how you or 
those with you FELT about what you saw as well as documenting what you saw itself. All too 
often we scrap the pictures but not the emotions that go with them. That is a target this 
week.  



 
 
 
Now our non Disney class mates might like to take a slightly different tack on this one.  
 
Of course you may be making an album of a vacation that had wonderful shows as well. You 
may have been to Vegas and seen some of the amazing shows they have there. Perhaps it 
is a cruise album where the entertainment each evening is an intrinsic part of the holiday 
itself and needs to be fully recorded.  
 
You may have been on the sort of vacation where you were treated to nature’s own shows. I 
am thinking of a wonderful trip we made to Yellowstone where we had a parade of our own – 
a herd of buffalo that stopped our car and we just watched them parade all around us. That 
was a momentous moment. You may have done something like take a trip whale watching, 
or bear watching. You might even like to document the parade of people who pass by whilst 
sat at a pavement café just people watching. Nature’s own shows might include stunning 
rainbows, beautiful panoramas and local wildlife.  
 
If you would rather not tackle shows at all then I have an alternative for you this week. Your 
challenge could be to capture the best portrait format shots you have. All too often we have 
loads of pictures in landscape format and turn the camera 90 degrees all too rarely. Well I 
know I do. Look through your photos and pick a couple of portrait format shots you really 
like. They could be buildings, scenes, people. It doesn’t matter. Find a couple of shots you 
like that speak to you about your holiday and showcase them. I am really looking forward to 
seeing what you come up with for this one.  
 
You need to focus on journaling too, just like the Disney people. Use photos that you love 
but record why you love them, how you felt when they were taken, what they mean to you.  
 
So get scrapping and remember to share your work if possible at 
www.flickr.com/groups/magicalmemories and post on my blog to let everyone know what 
you have done at http://dollysdreamings.typepad.com   
 
 
 
 


